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1. While not working in any official capacity before his demise in 2013, ………. 

as a politician of great rapport.  

1) the recognition of Nelson Mandela  

2) Nelson Mandela being recognized  

3) many people recognized Nelson Mandela  

4) Nelson Mandela was recognized by many  

2. In 1397, a memorial plaque ………. maestro Isa Alipur, the Iranian folklore 

musician, was placed at the entrance of an old house in Bojnourd.  

1) commemorating     2) for commemorate  

3) in commemoration of    4) was commemorating  

3. The industry of husbandry, ……. the main goal is supreme quality and 

optimum prices, exploits data obtained from other sciences.  

1) in which   2) and which  3) which is   4) which

4. Hewlett studies ………. the immersive experience of visitors in art galleries in 

England.  

1) in which the exploration of   2) an exploration of  

3) were they explored     4) which were exploration  

5. Several species of animals are able to detect their surrounding environment 

using sonar, ………. echolocation.  

1) which process called    2) process is being called  

3) is calling that process    4) a process called  

6. As the moon progresses in its orbit, ………. its axis, a hypothetical line that is 

right through the center.  

1) revolves it on     2) it revolves on  

3) on revolves it     4) revolves on it  

7. ………. the equatorial regions get a lot of sunlight, the land there is too hot to 

hold for any glacier to survive.  

1) Because      2) The reason for  

3) Subsequently     4) In consequence of  
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8. ………. Charles Kettering's invention of electric ignition in 1910, in the early 1870s, 

machinery had to be stopped to be lubricated.  

        1) While    2) By the time  3) Before   4) When  

9. Astrology originated in the belief ………. humans at the time of birth.  

        1) stars and planets that influence        2) that stars and planets influence  

        3) influencing to stars and planets       4) stars and planets influence  

10. Not only can ACVs travel over water, ………. they can also cover short distances 

over land.  

        1) and    2) neither   3) but    4) if  

11. On Titan, Saturn's largest moon, temperatures above -161.5 degrees Celsius would 

cause its lakes of methane ……….  

        1) boil    2) to boil   3) are boiling   4) boiled  

12. In addition to sustenance, ………. enjoyment and gratification.  

        1) foodstuffs provide     2) the providing of foodstuffs  

        3) foodstuffs if providing    4) the foodstuffs which provide 

13. The down duckling's skin is intended to stop the little bird from 

submerging ………. parent duck happens not to be around to save it.  

        1) that which the  2) were its   3) if its           4) might the  

14. The milk from a Yak differs from ………. produced by other cattle, such as oxen 

and domestic cow.  

        1) the milk can be     2) from the milk   

        3) and the milk      4) the milk that is  

15. The Japanese sword, the katana, wielded by the samurai warriors, was ……. sharp 

that it would cut through any material used as a shield.  

        1) much    2) so    3) very   4) quite  

16. ………. end of the adventures that we can have if only we seek them with our eyes 

open.  

        1) Not any   2) Has no   3) It not           4) There is no 
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17. Silicon is the most plentiful solid material in the crust of the Earth, but the gas oxygen 

though found mostly in compounds, is more still profuse. 

18. Heavy-duty vehicles carry heavy loads, elevation large blocks, excavate soil and rock 

and help with several types of operations.  

19. Some of the funniest comedy movies while the history of cinema were performed by 

Charles Chaplin.  

20. Animal behaviorism explores the behavior of different groups of animals, particularly 

that in inaccessible regions.  

21. The basis tenets of fuzzy logic have been examined for decades.  

22. Paleontologists are not quite sure why did the mammoths became extinct, but some 

hypotheses assume that excessive hunting by man was a crucial factor.  

23. White-eared bulbuls sing exquisitely and pleasing, and they make brilliant pets.  

24. In 1394, the author, Mohammad Keshavarz, is receiving Iran's Book of the Year Award 

for excellence in storytelling.  

25. Belonging to the same family of birds like starlings, medium-sized Mynas are a part of 

the everyday scene in the south-eastern regions of Iran. 

26. Fossil evidence indicates that bug-like animals called Trilobites lived in the seas who 

covered the earth 300 million years ago.  

27. Although widely seen as a female profession, and mainly portrayed such as in the media, 

nursing is gradually becoming a more inclusive profession with more man being 

employed every year than the year before.  

28. Kerman is the larger and the ninth most populated province of Iran.  

29. The town of Kalameh in Bushehr province is laid out on its 5 square kilometers so no 

point is more than a 20-minute walks from another.  

30. The Sign Language has its own distinctive syntactic structure, which must be learned in 

the same way as that of another languages. 

 


